#

QUESTION

ANSWER
VERIFIED PRODUCTS PORTAL (VPP)

1

Where can I go for more
information related to the
implementation of the Verified
Products Portal (VPP)?

Please visit the following link for specific guidance related to the
Verified Products Portal (VPP): VPP Interact Notice

SERVICE CONTRACT LABOR STANDARDS (SCLS) WAGE DETERMINATIONS
Is GSA planning to incorporate new
WDs annually moving forward or
2
every 2 years?

GSA will continue to update WDs annually.

WDs are incorporated via acceptance of the mass modification. At
your discretion, you may submit a modification for price
Do we need to submit a new price
adjustments based on the updated WDs. If a modification to
list to incorporate updated WD?
change the price of your items is approved, you must submit a
3
new price list to show the updated pricing.
If the updated WD does NOT result
in any changes to our rates, are we
required to submit a modification in
eMod before we update the WD No. WDs are incorporated into your contract via acceptance of the
reference number on our SCLS
mass modification.
matrix and submit an updated
4
pricelist?

5

Will there be a separate training
regarding SCLS Wage
Determinations?

No, but if you have specific questions regarding incorporation of
WDs in your contract, please reach out to your CO.

6

Are the updated WDs ALREADY
available or are they being made
available with the release of the
upcoming mass mod?

WDs will be made available with the release of refresh 6. WDs will
be posted on www.gsa.gov/mascategoryrequirements page under
'Incorporated by Reference - Offers Containing Services' section.

To clarify, we don't need to update
our posted price list with a revised
SCA matrix to the new WD's? I
understand acceptance of the MAS
Mod is sufficient for agreeance.
Just want to ensure our Price List
will be accurate based on that
7
acceptance.

Acceptance of the mass mod will incorporate updated WDs into
your contract. Any required changes to your prices must be
submitted via a modification request submitted to your CO

TEMPORARY WAIVER TO SUPPORT COVID-19 RESPONSE

8

How does GSA define "directly
support"?

GSA is focused on supporting America's response to the COVID19 pandemic; thereby sources that have COVID-19 products,
services and solutions should consider submitting a response. You
can research the products, services and/or solutions that are being
procured to support COVID-19 response by reviewing websites
that capture COVID related spending, such as usaspending.gov.

GSA is focused on supporting America's response to the COVID19 pandemic; thereby sources that have COVID-19 products,
services and solutions should consider submitting a response.
You can research the products, services and/or solutions that are
being procured to support COVID-19 response by reviewing
What is the definition of "directly to
websites that capture COVID related spending, such as
9
COVID?"
usaspending.gov.
Is there a list of allowable Covid
relevant products/services for the
10
relaxed requirements?

11

do we show this with intended
RFPs we plan to bid on?

No, the temporary waiver applies to all MAS solicitation
categories and SINs.
Upcoming requirements for products and services that directly
support COVID-19 response can be used to support your
explanation as to how your proposed products, services and/or
solutions directly support COVID-19 efforts.

GSA is focused on supporting America's response to the COVID19 pandemic; thereby sources that have COVID-19 products,
services and solutions should consider submitting a response.
You can research the products, services and/or solutions that are
With regards to the COVID waiver being procured to support COVID-19 response by reviewing
- how does the govt define "directly
websites that capture COVID related spending, such as
12
support"?
usaspending.gov.
Contractor guidance and instructions on submitting MAS
offers/modifications in support of COVID-19 are posted at:
where on the roadmap page does
it address how to implement the
13
waiver for COVID SINs?

https://www.gsa.gov/buying-selling/purchasing-programs/gsaschedule/selling-through-schedule/is-the-schedule-a-good-fit-forme/offers-and-modifications-in-direct-support-of-covid19-efforts

If we apply for additional SINs or
COVID-19 exception products,
approximately how long will it take
Modifications submitted under the authority of the temporary
to process the mod? Is there a
waiver are subject to standard review and evaluation procedures.
14
Fast track?
PAST PERFORMANCE
If your entity is already a GSA MAS
refresh 5 holder is it required for
refresh 6 to submit past
15
performances?
Can you clarify CPARS details--is it
possible to use 1 or 2CPARS if we
16
don’t have 3 or more?
CPARS sometimes have the
incorrect NAICS code association.
What if your past performance is
applicable to the SIN code but the
CPARS has the wrong NAICS
17
association?

No.
Yes, the solicitation will allow offerors to submit additional
customer references & PPQs to supplement any CPARS that
meet solicitation criteria

Relevant past performance information is not limited to contracts
with NAICS codes that match the NAICS code(s) assigned to a
SIN.

DRONES

A question on authorized drones.
Will DJI drones be permitted to
18
use?

The updated solicitation will clarify that GSA will not award drones
except those approved by the Department of Defense (DoD)
Defense Innovation Unit (DIU) through its Blue sUAS Program.
DJI does not have any drones currently approved by DIU.

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE PROCESS
Will Docusign software need to be
19 purchased for interface with GSA?

No

Will GSA accept documents such
as cover letters that have been
20 signed with digital certificates?

Yes

With digital certificates no longer Contractors must use FAS ID multi-factor authentication to access
required how can a consultant
eOffer/eMod. For more information about the implementation of
working with a prospective vendor FAS ID for eOffer/eMod, please reference the FAS ID User Guide
21
start a new eOffer?
via eoffer.gsa.gov.
GENERAL QUESTIONS
Under the current solicitation, existing Federal Supply Schedule
Am I correct in my understanding (FSS) Program contractors can submit streamlined offers at any
that the new solicitation will allow time during the existing contract's period as annotated in provision
submission of a continuous
SCP-FSS-001 provided that the contractor meets ALL of the
contract proposal at any time, we
criteria outlined. Please see the current solicitation, specifically
22 do not have to wait until year 14?
provision SCP-FSS-001 (e) and (f) for detailed information.
Do we have to contact with our
current CO to find out more about
provision SCP-FSS-001 (e) and (f)
23 based on the current solicitation?

Yes, please reach out to your CS/CO if you have questions
regarding the submission of a streamlined offer.

24

Is there any possibility that the
Release date of 5/17 will be
changed?

GSA currently intends to issue Refresh # 6 as scheduled on
5/17/2021. Unexpected delays are always a possibility and may
push the refresh date, but we will work to limit those delays and
communicate to all stakeholders if a delay is necessary.

25

What is the last date to accept the
Refresh # 6 Mass Mod?

All Refresh Mass Mods are due 90 days after they are issued to
the contract.

26

Will environmental attribute
requirements be mandatory for
more products?

There are no changes to required environmental attributes in
Refresh #6.

Will there also be an update to the
27
modification guidelines?

Yes, the modification guide will be updated to reflect the changes
incorporated in Refresh # 6. Please see the following link for
guidance applicable to Current Schedule Contractors

Are there ever any webinars
specific to Vendor Sales and also
28
sales training?

Please visit the Vendor Support Center at https://vsc.gsa.gov/ for
additional vendor training, including information related to
marketing your GSA contract.

